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Access to education has been significantly broadened. In the traditional education system, students typically
learned on their own and were judged individually. Today, it is about providing students with the tools to
navigate an increasingly uncertain, volatile world. Publication does not imply endorsement of views by the
World Economic Forum. But as technological progress accelerated, education failed to keep pace, leaving vast
numbers of people struggling to adapt to a rapidly changing world and contributing to widespread suffering.
Although Ghana is still on its way to enjoying most of the style of information technology, yet a lot is going
on in most companies. Schools need to incorporate this new reality into their curriculums, preparing their
students to work across cultures and equipping them for a world shaped by issues that transcend national
boundaries. Many oil-producing countries, in particular, have succeeded in converting their natural wealth into
physical capital and consumption; but they have failed to build the human capital that can sustain their
economies in the future. Doing so also allows young people to develop hard skills on modern equipment and
learn soft skills â€” including teamwork, communication, and negotiation â€” through real-world experience.
Retooling education for the modern economy will require the involvement of every sector of society.
Companies are releasing a slew of made easier electronic devices which often only one or two tasks such as
checking out e-mail or surfing the internet. Education is increasingly a collective enterprise, and this must be
reflected in the skills it provides to graduates. This will likely cover five private Businesses and five
Government helped organizations. Rolling inexorably, forward it really is redefining entire industries,
changing the nature of work and leisure, altering conventional meanings of time and space. And yet, it is
important to note that formal education alone is not enough to ensure greater opportunity and prosperity. The
use of basic percentages, tables, comparative analysis software and so forth, will be utilized Everyone is
apparently moving beyond the personal computer system. Another important policy approach is active
intervention in the labor market, including counseling, job-search assistance, hiring subsidies for low-skill
youth, and income support for young people actively searching for work. Governments will have to design
smarter financial incentives. In some schools, a single semester program is introduced, in some other folks, an
introduction to computers in addition to some others, a lot of selected software program programmes are
taught. Until the Industrial Revolution, neither formal education nor advances in technology made much of a
difference for the vast majority of people. Much work remains to be done â€” even in high-income countries.
Employers will have to invest in their workforces. Education has a much wider impact than simply improving
earnings or employment opportunities, which is why it is a component of the human development index.
Ultimately, however, the future of education will depend on individuals and their willingness to take
advantage of learning opportunities and invest in their own futures. Share this:. In the past, education was
about imparting knowledge. But in an era when technological innovation is once again outpacing education,
the effort to provide everybody with an opportunity to learn must not only be redoubled; it must also be
retooled for an increasingly unstable and volatile world. In many economies, too many unemployed graduates
coexist with a large number of employers who cannot find workers with the skills they need. State-of-the-art
knowledge remains important. Explore the latest strategic trends, research and analysis This article is
published in collaboration with Project Syndicate. Education needs to focus on improving how students think,
work, and embrace technology, and on providing the social and emotional skills needed to collaborate with
others. The world is no longer rigidly divided between rich, well-educated countries and poor, badly educated
ones. And labor unions can contribute to ensuring that training translates into better jobs. Phase four will
present the research results and the final chapter will cover the overview, conclusions and recommendations.
Today, innovation rarely results from individuals working in isolation; far more often than not, it is the
product of sharing and collaboration. In recent decades, remarkable strides have been made toward realizing
that ambition worldwide. If the high-income non-OECD countries equipped their students at least with very
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basic skills, they would, as a group, benefit from added economic value equivalent to almost five times their
current GDP. The quality of schooling remains a powerful predictor of national income over the long term,
and many low-income countries have begun leveraging education in the service of economic development.


